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Recap

 1. Some pictures of the major events of the story so far are given below. You may write cutline/captions to them.        
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCupv4zrK2M
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 2.

  The three important decisions:-

                                  

 3. Thoughts about his marriage:-                                           4. The snake is compared to:-

 

 

  5. Why?                                                                                 
                                                                                                                               
 Now, read the lesson from paragraph 17 to 20.                                 

         
 scan text 

1. What action of the snake surprised the doctor? 
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Comb hair straight and neat to look handsome

Shave daily and grow a thin moustache to give a pleasant look

Keep a smile on face to keep himself more attractive

Marry a 
rich woman

A woman doctor 
with good 

medical practice

She must be fat

A thick leaden rod

 Rubber tube

A rod made of molten fire

    How stupid a doctor 
   I am!

 unwound

 slithered into his lap

 crept onto the table and moved towards the mirror

 He was a doctor but still he did not have any medicines with him 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f0BAs8UoAeN2jzo7vKdIng9mQK_7VFfx/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exphcSlClUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-QyfUTGGws
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7. What impression do you get about the snake from the description of the doctor? Write it in one or two sentences.

“I was suddenly a man of flesh and blood” - What did he do?
  He started to think and act.

What happened at 8.30 next day? Guess from the pictures. 

                         
                                                                  The final insult?
Listeners:-  

What did he ask about             
the doctor’s wife?

           What was the fact about his wife?

 

Now, please do the activity 1 (page no. 28) in your text book - click
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Thin , reedy person 
with the gift of a sprinter

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KAyrAYsKHRFwbZZUaurr8BC4FAG-PZrv/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AB4CGz-7F50
https://www.google.com/search?client=ubuntu&channel=fs&q=meaning+of+sprinter&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8
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NEGATIVE SENTENCES

Sentences that give negative meanings are called negative sentences.

Example:-

1. Leela is not coming today.

2. Raju and Radha are not friends.

3. I don’t watch movies regularly.

4. They haven’t visited Delhi.

Dear children, 

In the above sentences, we see the word ‘not’ which gives the sentence its negative meaning. Now, there are certain 
other words too which give negative meaning. 
They are -

little
few
rarely
scarcely
barely
seldom
no
never
nothing ......... etc.

Example:-
1. There is little milk in the glass.                                                        2. There are few students in the class.

                                                                                       
                                                                                       

3. Barking dogs seldom bite.                                                                4. There is nothing in the basket.

 
  Click here for the meaning                                                                          
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMi0QmcDyPQ
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Shall we have some fun children? Ready to take up the challenge?
Why not! It’s going to be simple and great fun.

Let’s do it, OK  

Let’s have a role play on this story. Remember to include your family members too as characters of the story, ok. Take 
the video of your play (don’t forget, the sound must be audible) and send it to your English teacher.

And of course, don’t forget to add in your conversation the negative sentences you have learned now, right?
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